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NILL No. 010014/1979

"We Also Have A Religion"
The American Indian Religious Freedom Act and the Religious
Freedom Project of the Native American Rights Fund
On August II, 1978, President Carter signed into law the "American Indian Religious Freedom Act. " Introduced as Senate Joint Resolution 102 and now Public Law 95-341, the Act is intended to guarantee
to native peoples-American Indians, Native Alaskans and Native
Hawaiians-the right to believe, to express, and to practice their native
traditional religions. This is to be achieVed by establishing a comprehensive and consistent Federal policy directed toward protecting
and preserving the native religious practices in this country.
Among other things, the Act guarantees to Native Americans access
to religious sites, use and possession of sacred objects, and the freedom
worship through traditional ceremonial rites. Furthermore, it calls
.: the President to direct Federal agencies, whose activities affect
Native American religious practices, to evaluate their policies and
make changes where possible to insure that Native American religious
and cultural rights are protected. It also directs the President to report
back to Congress one year after the signing of the Act with the results of
his evaluation, including any changes that were made in administrative
policies.
Like all other religions, &he religious beliefs and practices of Native

Americans fall under the protection of the First Amendment of the
Constitution. However, historically-and especially during the past
decades-infringement of Native religions has been increasing. Because Native American religions are so culturally removed and different than their own, non-Indians do not see them as having the same
status as "real" religions. This attitude has led to the enactment and
enforcement of a multitude of Federal laws without any consideration
of their possible affect on Native religions, and which have severely
restricted the religious practices of Native Americans. Though these
laws often concern such worthy objectives as the preservation of
wildlife and the protection of wilderness areas, they were not written
with an awareness of their potential adverse affect on Native religions.
It is the belief of the Native peoples, of the congressional sponsors
and supporters of the Resolution, and many others that this country
need not violate the religious freedom of her Native peoples; that
Federal laws and programs can be made compatible with Native religious practices; and that this Act will serve as a clear policy statement
from Congress that this country intends to respect and protect the
religious freedom of Native Americans.

Part I: Federal Suppression of Native
Religious Practices

truly "religious" in nature, and, therefore not entitled to protection
under the Act.
This aspect is the unity of traditional Native cultures in which the
religious beliefs permeate all parts of individual and community life.
Whether it was the now historical buffalo hunt, planting and harvesting
of food, relations with neighboring tribes, or even how one was to be
named, sacred ceremonies and beliefs came into play. "Ceremonies,
great and small, were the very fabric of life. They furnished the chief
opportunities for learning, for feasting, for lovemaking. They gave
courage to a lone hunter. They fused a group together in heartening
ritual . They combined the functions not only of a church but of a
school, clinic, theater, and law court,"
Where most Western cultures have divided life into distinctly separate political, social and religious aspects of existence, Indian traditional life is still unified in many ways. In 1961, the Fund For the
Republic conducted a private study, which summarized this social
unity:
. . . In their society and in their religion. Indians believe they
have values wonh preserving. These are sometimes stated in

The Indian Religion has no name because it's part ofall Indian
life. Before the coming ofthe New People. this was ourparadise,
right here in America. Everything natural comesfrom God and
is made by Him. God is in you andpart ofyou. The Bible andour
own religion are closely related. The only difference is that we
practice and live ours every day.
Ernie Peters, Dakota
The nature and varieties of Native American religions is set down in
thousands of books, articles, studies and dissertations. In fact, no
aspect of Native American life has been subject to greater examination
by historians and others.. So it is neither necessary-nor possible in this
space--to attempt even a limited review. However, one aspect of
"~tive religion must be discussed because of its importance to an
~rslanding of the need for the "Native American Religious Freedom Act," and why this Act should be applied to protect certain
customs, traditions and practices which some may question as not being
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Continued from page 1
mystical terms and, if related to the Supreme Being, are
sometimes kept secret" Nonetheless they exist. Two examples out
of many involve their idea of unity and their reverence for
Mother Earth. Unity is evidenced by the individual's voluntarily
working with the community of which he is a part. He gives his
strength and help to perpetuate the traditional culture. Cohesion
is also furthered in many tribes by a veneration for elders and
reliance on their wisdom. Status as well as personal security is
often gained by service.
The following is a brief examination of some of the historical and
current issues to illustrate both the nature oflndian religious beliefs and
the course Federal suppression has taken.

The Taking and Restoration of Blue Lake
To the Taos Pueblo Indians of northern New Mexico, the Blue Lake
area is holy land. As the principal source of the Rio Pueblo de Taos,
Blue Lake is actually and symbolically the source of all life; it is the
retreat of souls after death; and the home of the ancestors who gave life
to the Taos people of today. The August ceremonies at Blue Lake serve
to bind the youths of the Pueblo to the community as it exists and has
existed for centuries. Blue Lake, therefore, symbolizes unity and
continuity of the Pueblo people. Because the relIgious significance of
Blue Lake extends to the entire watershed, the whole area is considered
sacred.
The Taos Indians have resided in their present location at least since
1300 A.D., and probably long before. Although specific land areas
were set out for the pueblos during the Spanish colonization period, it
appears that the Taos traditional life style was not seriously interfered
with. In 1848, the United States assumed control of the area under the
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, and existing Spanish land laws were
ognized. But all other land was considered public domain as far as
ule United States was concemed, and the Blue Lake area was within the
public domain. But until the tum of this century, the Taos did not
become overly alarmed by the land status of the Blue Lake area or the
ever-growing presence of the White man, since the Blue Lake area was
high in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains, secluded from most outsiders.
But in 1906, President Theodore Roosevelt proclaimed Blue Lake
and the surrounding area as part of what is now the Carson National
Forest. It is doubtful if the Taos fully understood the implications of this
action, but they came to realize that Blue Lake was no longer exclusively theirs. Thereafter, they could not go into the area for religious
ceremonies undisturbed from outside interference as before. Realizing
this, they began what was to be a 64-year struggle to regain the sacred
area for their exclusive use. During this time, various compromises
were offered by the Federal government, but were either rejected or
failed to work out as promised.
When the Indian Claims Commission was established in 1946, the
Taos Pueblo reluctantly filed their land claim to the Blue Lake area, but
made it clear that they wanted the land returned and not monetary
compensation. But since the ICC Act did not provide for return of
lands, the Taos petitioned Congress, recognizing that only by special
congressional act could they regain the Blue Lake area. Repeatedly,
they had bills introduced providing for outright return of the land, and
repeatedly they died in Congress. But by the 1960's they began to plead
their cause on the basis of religious rights . Congress' main concern was
that granting the Taos claim would establish an undesirable precedent
for other Indian land claims calling for return of areas for religious
"POses-a situation they thought they had forever precluded with the
,tblishment of the Indian Claims Commission, which was authorized
to award only monetary compensation if an Indian land claim was
upheld.
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Therefore, what the Taos Pueblo had to do was convince Congress of
the uniquedess of their claim; that even within the area of Native
religious practices, t4eir situation and claim was such that no other tribe
could reasonably assert an identical consideration. Testifying on behalf
of the Taos, Stewart Udall, then Secretary of the Interior, characterized
.he Taos claim as unique in lhal il was based soleiy on religious
grounds. But Congress was persistent in requiring the Taos to prove
that the nature of their religious use of the land and ofthe meaning of the
area for them was so critical that nothing else, neither money nor
sharing of the area with others nor having special areas or days set aside
for them, would be adequate. Finally, the testimony of anthropologist
John Bodine and others apparently convinced wavering congressmen
ofjust this uniqueness. (Besides Bodine, the Taos had received support
from neighboring Whites, especially long-time resident artists around
the town of Taos.) Bodine emphasized that control of the entire area,
not just Blue Lake, was essential to the practice of the Taos religion for
Blue Lake was but one of many "shrines" in the area and all were
necessary; that the total ecology must be undisturbed because of the use
made of local plants and other natural features; and that the very
presence of non-Indians constituted defilement of the ceremonies.
Perhaps more importantly, he pointed out that the delicate interrelationship of the social institutions which make up the Taos culture was
threatened. That danger to one-religion-would eventually lead to the
weakening of others, such as the political system and family life; that
the disappearance of the Taos religion could easily lead to the dissolution of the Taos culture; and that no other tribe's entire religion depended to the same degree on shrines in such a restricted area.
In 1970, Congress finally p~ the bill, and on December IS.
President Nixon signed it into law. returning over 48,000 acres to the
Pueblo. This marked the first time in the history of the United States
that an Indian claim for land. based on the practice of a Native traditional religion. ended successfully in return of the land to the Indian
tribe.

Henceforth it shall be the policy of the United States to protect and
preserve for American Indians their inherent right offreedom to believe, express and exercise the traditional religions of the American
Indian, Eskimo, Aleut, and Naiive Hawaiian.
American Indian Religious Freedom Act
of 1978

The Ghost Dance Movement
The Ghost Dance movement is often characterized as the last, desperate attempt of the Indians to oppose the white seizure of the land. It
began around 1888, when a Paiute Indian from Nevada, known as
Wovoka, appeared and told how he had experienced a prophetic vision.
That a better world would be coming for the Indians; that this new world
would come in a whirlwind out of the West and would crush out
everything in this land which was old and dying; that the white man
would disappear; that Indians long dead would return; and that the
nearly extinct buff/do would come back as numerous as before..

•'There was much that was beautiful about this movement.
Wovoka counseled Indians to remain nonviolent, to befaithful to
family life, and pray and hope. and above all, to dance.. They
were to dance that ecstatic circular dance about the center of
life, singing those songs of supplication that now remain to
posterity in some contemporary peyote rites. Even more impressive was the exhortation for all Indians to come together, to
ceasefighting among themrelves-a message oftruly prophetic
ethical value,for Indian tribes too had a long recordofstrife and
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warfare over hunting grounds and other, less significant causes.
Maybe !lere, for the/irst time in active memory, Indians- would
truly be one people.
"The Ghost Donie spread like a grass fIre eastward, southward, and northward; more elaborate myths sprang up along
with it, such as the idea ihai ille Gh,OSi Dance shirt would ward
off the white man's bullets and that a great flood would engulf
the white men as it engulfed all creation in the dawn celebrated
by Indian mythology."
(C. Starkloff, The People of the Center.)

But the Ghost Dance was not looked upon as the nonviolent, religious movement that it was. It was considered a threat to be crushed
before th~ tribes could really unite. And so the vision ofWovo~ came
to a" . . . crushing halt under the Hotchkiss guns of a panicky and no
doubt vengeance-bound anny detachment at Wounded Knee Creek in
South Dakota, in late December of 1890" (StarklofO. At Wounded
Knee, nearly 300 of the 350 men, women and children were killed by a
well-anned force of 500 soldiers. Lakota Medicine Man, Black Elk,
who witnessed the massacre related many ye~ later:
"And so;t was all over. I did not know then how much was
ended. When I look back nowfrom this high hill ofmyoid age, I
can still see the butchered women and children lying heaped and
scattered all along the crooked gulch as plain as when I saw
them with eyes s,tillyoung. AndI can see that something else died
there in the bloody mud, and was buried in the blizzard. A
people's dreain died there. It was a beautiful dream. And I, to
whom so great a vision was' given in my youth,-1'oU see me now
a pitiful old man who has done nothing, for the nation's hoop is
broken and scattered. There is no center any longer, and the
sacred tree is dead."

Peyote and the Native American Church
Peyote has been used for religious purposes since pre-Columbian
times. The current issue involving peyote concerns its use by members
of the Native American Church in their religious ceremonies. It is
considered and used as a "sacrament," and for this reason both Congress and the courts have treated this use as a bona /ide religious
practice entitled to protection.
t'ederal narcotic laws regarding the use of peyote provides for a
special exemption for religious use by members of the Native American
Church. The exempting language states that' 'the listing of peyote as a
controlled substance. . . does not apply to the non-drug use of peyote
in bona fIde religious ceremonies of the Native American Church, and
members of the Native American Church so using peyote are exempt
from registration. Any person who manufactures peyote for or distributes peyote to the Native American Church, however, is required to
obtain registration annually and to comply with all other requirements
of law."
However, Indians. like other citizens. are subject to state law as well
•'The right tofree religious expression embodies a precious heritage
ofour history. In a mass society which presses at every point toward
conformity. the protection of self-expression, however unique, of the
individual and group becomes even more important. The varying
currents ofthe subcultures tha~flow into the mainstream ofournational
life give it depth and beauty. We preserve a greater value than an
ancient tradition when we protect the rights ofthe Indians wlW honestly
practiced an old religion in using peyote one night at a meeting in Q
desert hogan."
California v. Woody (1964)
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as Federal. Although nine states have adopted legislation similar to the
Federal law, even where the state involved has an exemption for
religious use by Indians, members of the Native American Church are
still being arrested for possession and use of peyote. And unlike
consideration given other religions, they are often under the Iiurden of
having to prove to state authorities their legitimate membership in the
Native American Church. So despite some protective laws, discriminatory harassment against Native Americans still persists in this

area.

Religious Ceremonial Use of Feathers
The use of feathers has been a part of American Indian culture long
before the European discovery ofthis country. Used for both decorative
and ceremonial purposes, they are essential to many religious ceremonies still practiced today. But the continued availability of such
feathers to Indians is threatened by laws restricting their procurement
and use, and by the tenuous existence of many species of birds,
caused-not by the Indians- but by powerlines, insecticides, and
outright extennination.
It is difficult for non-Indians to understand.and accept the fact that
Indians do attach religious importance to the use of feathers in certain
rites; indeed, they are essential if the rite is to have any religious
meaning for the Indian. The religious needs of other, more orthodox
faiths is readily accepted by most, but these same people reject as
primitive the same needs of the Indians. The use of wine in the Catholic
and Jewish faiths is not questioned as being used for bona fide religious
purposes. In fact, during the prohibition era, a special exemption was
created to allow for the procurement and use of wine for sacramental
purposes. It is in this respect that Native Americans are asking for equal
consideration of their own beliefs. For thousands of years, the natural
wildlife of this country have lived with no danger of extinction that
:ould be blamed on the Indians. Yet, ironically, it is the Indian who is
often accused of being insensitive to wildlife conservation, when all he
is asking is simply that provisions be made so that he can continue to
practice certain rites of his religion.

The SUD Dance
The sun dance is one of the oldest and most solemn ceremonies ofthe
plains Indian culture. For some tribes, it was a relatively recent adoption; for others, its origin is unknown. The sun dance is one of the most
misunderstood of all Indian religious rites. Many think of it as an
initiation into manhood, or as a way of proving one's courage. It is
neither. Rather, it is both a prayer and a sacrifice; and it is not
something an Indian did voluntarily, but only after he had a vision or a
dream of such a nature that he knew he was being called to participate in
the dance. One account describes the sun dance very vividly:

Staring open-eyed at the blazing sun, the blinding rays burning
deep into your skull, fillIng it with unbearable brightness. . .
blowing on an eagle-bone whistle clenched between your teeth
until its shrill sound becomes the only sound in the world. . .
dancing, dancing, dancingfrom morning to night withoutfood
or water until you are close to dropping in a dead faint. . .
pulling, pulling away at the rawhide thong which isfastened to a
skewer embedded deeply in your flesh, until your skin stretches
and rips apart as you finally break free. " .
Many people do not understand why we do this. They call the sun
dance barbarous, savage, a bloody superstition. The way I look
at it, our body is the only thing which truly belongs to us. When
we Indians give ofourflesh, ofour bodies, we are giving ofthe
only thing which is ours alone. If we offer Wakan Tanka (God) a
Announcements - Winter 1979

horse, bags oftobacco,foodfor the poor, we'd be making him a
preslnt ofsomething he already owns. Everything in nature has
been created by t~e Great Spirit, is part of Him. It is only our
flesh which is a real sacrifice-a real giving ofourselves. How
can we give anything less?
To the Whites, especially the missionaries, their first encounter with
the sun dance was a mixture of bewilderment and horror. But th~ir
suppression of it, as they came to see its religious significance to the
Indians, was quick and complete. For over half a century, they banned
it whenever and wherever possible. In 1921, for instance, the Office of
Indian Affairs issued a policy statement to its agents which stated:

The Sun dance, and all other similar dances and so-called
religious ceremonies are considered "Indian offenses" under
existing regulations, and corrective penalties are provided. I
regard such restrictions as applicable to any (religious) dance
which involves. . . the reckless giving away ofproperty. . •
frequent or prolonged periods of celebration • . . in fact any
disorderly/or plainly excessive performance that promotes
superstitious cruelty, licentiousness, idleness, danger to health,
and shiftless indifference to family welfare.
The idea of personal, physical sacrifice is not restricted to the Native
Americans. Many accounts of the conversion of Indians to Christianity
relate how sutprised many missionaries were at the ease with which
many Indians adopted the new faith. But it was the striking similarities
to their own beliefs which enabled Indians to identify with Christianity.
To the tribes which practiced the sun dance, the account of Christ's
crucifiction as a sacrifice to God, was seen as very similar to their own
idea behind the sun dance. So when the sun 4anee ceremony was
denounced instead of accepted, even more confusion set in-as far as
the Indians were concemed-regarding Christianity. John Lame Deer,
Dakota medicine man, has said: "The difference between the White
man and U$ is this: You believe in the redeeming powers of suffering, if
this suffering was done by somebody else, far away, two thousand
years ago. We believe that it is up to every one of us to help each other,
even through the pain of our bodies...
So the sun dance still continues. No longer banned, many of the
younger generation see it as the one essential ceremony that must be
preserved if their religion is to have any of its real meaning.

The Native Hawaiians
In testifying before the Senate Committee in favor of the Act,
Senator Inouye of Hawaii related how the coming of the missionaries to
Hawaii resulted in the conversion of a majority of the Native Hawaiians
to Christianity; how the old gods were forgotten; and their worship
chastised and forbidden by the new religious leaders. Yet, despite the
demise of much of the Hawaiian culture, including its religion, certain
traditions and beliefs remain. To those individuals who still revere
these traditions and beliefs, the right to freely express and practice them
is of utmost importance to their identity as Native Hawaiians and to
their spiritual well-being.
Essential to Hawaiian religious expression is the right of free access
to sacred sites; to the many ancient ko'as (altars) and heiaus (temples)
whose remains dot the Islands. To these places, the ancient Hawaiians
came to worship. Today, many Native Hawaiians still feel called by
spiritual tradition to worship at these ancient sites. But too often they
are prevented from doing so. The continued use of Kahoolawe Island
for bombardment and ship-ta-shore target training by the Navy is one
example. Protest has come from a number of Native Hawaiians who
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believe IbeNavy"s -=dons to be an abbortent abrogation of the traditional religious principle of Aloha Anina (love and respect for the 'and).
Because of the Navy's use of the area, public access to many of
Kahoolawe's religious sites is prevented. The Navy is beginning to
cooperate in efforts to assure that neither national defense interests nor
religious freedom righiS will be sacrificed. Target areas have been
moved away from'religious sites, sites are being catalogued, and
restoration is beginning on some. Steps are also being taken to provide
for safe public access to the religious sites.
Although the problem ofKahoolawe is far from resolved, progress is
encouraging, especially when compared with conditions on other Islands where severe restrictions to free exercise of traditional religious
practices continue to exist. On almost every Island, Native Hawaiians
are prevented from taking pilgrimages to sacred sites because they are
on restricted lands-lands owned by the military, the state or by private
companies and individuals. Many religious sites within Volcano National Parle are offlimits to the public, and Park officials have prevented
Natives from taking herbs and volcanic sulphur used for medicinal
purposes from the Park. Of particular COncern is that many of the sites
in restricted areas are being either destroyed by land development or are
deteriorating through neglect.
Senator Inouye stated that many Native Hawaiians, young and old,
"feel the mystery or sacredness that is there, feel a connection with the
past and undergo perhaps a transcendental experience. This too is a
form of worship, as spiritual for some as the recitation of the mass.
This is an experience that the Native Hawaiian today believes he must
share to secure his well-being. It is an experience that, as Americans
commited to the belief that each individual may choose his form of
spiritual fulfillment, we must allow him."

PART IT: The Failure of the
First Amendment
We support this measure because we want the right to worship
and the right to an Indian way oflife without any suppression,
without any inhibition, and with the full support and protection
ofthe
Government. We support this measure because it will
finally begin the process of sensitizing the Government, its
agents, and its employees to the unique situations ofthe American Indian, the Alaskan Natives and the Native Hawaiians. It is
these people whose way of life has consistently been infringed
upon and violated by the laws of this country and the wiry in
which they were enforced."
Barney Old Coyote, Crow

u.s.

The First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution clearly encompasses
Ihereligious freedom rights of Native Americans. Nevertheless, Congress saw fit to pass this remedial law pertaining expressly to the rights
of a minority despite the fact that such rights are already protected. The
legislative history of Senate Joint Resolution 102 justifies the necessity
for the Act as being the only way to make clear to Federal Government
agencies and others that Native religious practices are equally entitled
to respect and proper protection by the Government in the enactment of
laws, policies, and practices.
Some may maintain that from its inception, the First Amendment
was meant to, and did in fact, apply to Native religious beliefs and was
not intended 'to be restricted to Judea-Christian religions. It may be
impossible to document whether the "Founding Fathers" did or did not
also have Native beliefs in mind in their concern for establishing
relig.ious freedom in this country. But despite what may have been the
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intention in thiir minds, the history of this country is consistent in the

area of Native religions.
It is a bleak history of disrespect, ignorance, suppression and attempted eradication of Native beliefs and practices. Such treatment by
the White society could not have been so much the result of a conviction
of me righteousness of mejr own faith---for mey respected or at ieast
tolerated other faiths in both the Old and New World. It must surely
have rested in the belief that the "barbarism" and "savagery" of the
Natives rendered their religious beliefs unworthy of any respect or
consideration. The White people have given tolerant respect to other
religions, cults, and creeds existing in this country and the world over.
But the religious beliefs of the Native American have been subjected to
suppression and persecution from the very first and continues to this
day.
It is, therefore, an attitude that needs changing. An attitude that will
tum suspicion and suppression of Native religious practices into respect
and protection. It was essentially this attitude that made the First
Amendment a meaningless promise to Native Americans during much
of this country's history. So whether in theory the First Amendment
legally applied to Native Americans, in fact it clitl not in that it afforded
them nO protection.
Because ofthis attitude towaI'd Native religions, it was necessary for
Congress to pass remedial legislation in the form of the ••American
Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978." The primary congressional
sponsor of the Act, Senator Abourezk stated:

Representatives of traditional Indian religious societies have
sought to protect their rights, to have access to sacred religious
sites, to make use ofa variety ofnatural substances and wildlife
in the practice oftheir religion and to secure privacyfor sacred
ceremonials. Infringement ofthese rights have consistently occurred due to enforcement oj' conservation laws which simp~y
failed to take into account their impact on such Indian religious
and cultural practices. While our resolution does not attempt to
specifically amend existing legislation, it does callfor examination ofrelevant Federallaws and proceduresfor the purpose of
making appropriate changes in their administration. Thisfundamental question of Federal policy represents an issue all
Americans can readily understand and support. I hope that
expeditious action on the resolution will lead to securing the
exercise of those rights and establishing permanent awareness
on the part of all federal officials.

According to Kurt Blue Dog, NARF Attorney and Co-Director of
NARF's American Indian Religious Project:

The purpose ofP.L. 95-341 is to insure to the Native American
the right to believe, express, and practice his religion in his
traditional way by clearly establishing a comprehensive and
consistent Federal policy directed toward protecting and preserving Native American religious freedom. Historically, the
lack ofknowledge, unawareness, insensitivity, and neglect have
often been the keynotes ofthe Federal government's interaction
with traditional Indian culture and religion.. Among other
things, it is the insensitive enforcement procedures and administrative policy directives which have interfered with the culture
and religious practices of Native Americans,
So, there are basically two points of view as to why Native religious
rights have historically been infringed upon., One view stating that the
basic cause was an ethnocentric attitude which allowed, or rather
fostered, suppression. And the official view holding that though Native
religious rights may have been suppressed, that existing problems are a
result of mere inadvertence.
Native American Rights Fund

Whatever the view, the new Act is intended to solve these conflicts
between Federal laws and Native religious rights" To fulfill the mandates of P. L. 95-341, President Carter has directed the various Federal
agencies to reevaluate their policies and procedures to identify any
"langes needed to correct this situation. Therefore, Federal ag~ncies
:'esponsible fer administering laws which presently interfere ~/ith l'Jati ve religions must examine them to see if they can be made to accomodate them to the religious rights being sought. They must also report on
what changes in the law or regulations may be necessary for such an
accomodation.
Additionally, the President has appointed a Federal task force in the
Executive Branch to investigate these problems and to recommend
solutions, through consultations with traditional Indian religious leaders. Following a one-year review, the task force is to report back to the
President, who will then submit a final report to Congress. In conjunction with the Federal agency efforts, the Native American Rights Fund
and the American Indian Law Center will research and formulate the
necessary changes in an effort to modify existing Federal laws and
practices which unnecessarily infringe upon Native American religious
rights.
It is important to note that the Religious Freedom Act has limits as to
what protection can be secured under it. Native religious rights are
infringed upon not only by the Federal government, but also by state
and local governments, private companies and organizations, and individuals. This Act, however, applies only to Federal or Federally-related
activities. However, although there must be a Federal connection, it
does not have to be direct Federal action itself for the Act to apply.
Federal funds which support organizations or colleges whose acti vities
are violating a Native group's religious rights may be sufficient Federal
connection to invoke the Act.

the same time frame set by the Act for the Administration to prepare its
report to Congress on this matter.
In cooperation with the Federal task force effort, NARF is conducting a parallel review of Federal agencies' policies and procedures,
making certain that the Federal task force does not overlook any area of
concern to the Native r"-.mencan. There ...-H!, therefun;. be iWO separdle
reports on Native religious freedom when the project is completed"
NARF anticipates that the work of its Project will be completed by July
30, 1979.

Project Staff
John Echohawk, Executive Director of the Native American Rights
Fund, has assigned two staff attorneys to act as Co-Directors for the
Project-Kurt Blue Dog, a Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux from South
Dakota, and Walter Echo-Hawk, a Pawnee from Oklahoma. Both
attorneys have had extensive experience in dealing with Indian religious rights in Federal and state prison matters. Also working on the
Project as a consultant is Henry Old Coyote (Crow), formerly of the
Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs; and Burgess Primeaux
(Osage-Ponca) and George Tah-Bone (Kiowa) as paralegals. Assisting
as a part-time consultant is Dale Old Horn (Crow), Director of Indian
Studies at Eastern Montana College.
The American Indian Law Center in Albuquerque, under the direction of Philip "Sam" Deloria, has been engaged to do a substantial
portion of the legal research required. Working with Mr. Deloria is
Vicky Santana, Parker Sando and Jeff Taylor. The Center's work is
vital to the Project, and the experience of its staff in dealing with the
Federal system through its past and existing projects is especially useful
to this Project.. The Center's work will concentrate on Federal statutes,
regulations, and policies which impact adversely on the religious rights
of Native Americans.

Native American Religion Advisory Board
~ART

III: The American Indian
Religions Freedom Project
The Act presents a number of challenges in its mandate that
American Indians and other Native American religions be protected and preserved. It is a great opportunity, however, for
Indians and Natives tofurther secure their existence in America.
Given the tenuous nature of this existence up to this point,
Indians and Natives cannot afford to let this opportunity pass to
secure their right to religious freedom. It is submitted that this
Project can be of great assistance in achieving this goal.

Excerpt from NARF's Proposal
As stated above, the Act does more than proclaim that it shall
henceforth be the policy of the Federal government to protect the
religious freedom of Native Americans; it also calls for specific action
by the Executive Department.
The provision in the Act calling for consultation with Native traditional religious leaders was absolutely essential in order for the Act to
bring about the desired changes in Federal law and policy.
In order to facilitate Native American consultation and achieve the
desired beneficial changes for Native Americans called for by the Act,
NARF submitted a proposal in June of 1978, in conjunction with the
American Indian Law Center of the University of New Mexico and
others involved with the legislation, proposing that NARF begin an
"Implementation Project" to begin the following month. The project
'''as subsequently funded with joint funding from the Bureau of Indian
airs (BIA), the Administration for Native Americans (ANA), and
Ule Community Services Administration (CSA), with ANA being the
granting agency. The project is to operate for approximately one year,
Announcements • Winter 1979

For the Project to be successful, it is essential that the broadest
possible input be obtained from American Indian and other Native
American groups and individuals affected by Federal practices and
regulations. To achieve this input, a 15-member "Native American
Religion Advisory Board" has been formed as an integral part of the
Project.. The Project is now able to draw-on a continuing basis--from
the Advisory Board's knowledge and experience with the issues, as
well as make additional contacts from referrals made by Board members" The Advisory Board is representative, but is not meant to be
exclusive or exhaustive (see page 13 for complete Board membership).
All Board meetings in connection with the Project are open to any
Native American who has an interest and a contribution to make.·

Project Design
Research into any area of American Indian life, whether for contemporary or historical insight, is difficult at best due to the conditions
and locations of the primary resource materials. Though thousands of
historical volumes exist, the original records are scattered throughout
the country in Federal, state and private archives, and with few guides
to indicate what and where some written information may exist.
The study of Native American religion has its additional unique
problems" First, there is not one "Native American Religion," but as
many as there are tribes and even variations within a tribe" Second,
native religions are not "public" typesofreligions where the tenets and
practices for each are reduced to a printed form as the Koran and Bible.
And this leads to the third problem. Much needed information must be
gathered from present-day practioners, who are difficult to identify, to
lOne more Board meeting remains as this issue goes to press
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Indian Religious Freedom Project personnel, pictured herefrom left to right Dale Old Horn (Crow), Project cornultant. Henry Old Coyote (Crow),
Project cornultant;' Parker Sando (Jemez Pueblo) and Vicky Santana (Blackfeet), Haffattorneysfor the American Indian Law Center. Albuquerque, New
Mexico.

locate, and obtain infonnation fl'om, But these problems are slowly
being overcome-especially with the help of the Advisory Board,
The Project is divided into two major components The first is
consultation with American Indian, Hawaiian and Alaskan groups
This component is being conducted throughout the Project period,
primarily by the paralegal and the consultant staff under the supervision
of the Project Co-Directors The base of traditional Indian and Native
groups participating in the consultation process is gradually expanding;
additional specific data on the incidence of problems is being gathered;
and the Advisory Board is being consulted in the development and
implementation of specific remedial proposals,
The second Project component involves organization and classification of data; legal research; drafting proposals for remedial action;
liaison with the Federal task force; and implementation of specific
remedies in conjunction with the Federal task force, This component is
being conducted primarily by NARF and the American Indian Law
Center's legal staff.
The Project is being conducted in three phases:

Phase I (three months), Gathering additional infonnation on the
problems and expanding the base oflribes and individuals involved
in the consultation process; organization of data on the problem into
manageable form; analysis of Federal statutes, regulations,
guidelines
Phase /I (three months), Drafting of remedial proposals and
consulting with the Advisory Board on remedial action; liaison with
Federal inter-agency task force; assuring the adequacy of their
information, putting them in contact with Indians, securing their
involvement in and support for remedial proposals,
Phase 11/ (six months), Further consultation with the Advisory
Board and assistance to Indian and Native groups in establishment
of implementation mechanisms; working with Federal task force
and Federal agencies on implementation of remedial actions including regulatory amendments, inclusion of statutory amendments
as needed as part of legislative program of agency and executive
branch"
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There are several special problems which have to be dealt with as the
Project evolves, but hopefully, workable solutions can be found Some
of these special problems are:

Definitlons" It is important that Federal officials and the general
public understand the basic religious considerations surrounding the
substances and practices in question so that the necessary support for
remedial actions is forthcoming" It is difficult to communicate these
considerations without forcing Native religions into a conceptual
framework that the English language has developed to express its own
religious concepts, but which is inadequate to express non-Western
religious thought and practice" For example, the English language
varies between derisive terms-witch doctor, medicine man-and
pseudo-scientific terms-shaman, animism-,to express Indian religious concepts,
Confidentiality" Generally, Native people have been reluctant to
reveal the details of religious beliefs and practices, partly because of the
inherent sanctity of these beliefs and partly to avoid the exploitation of
the religion for commercial purposes, It is ironic that at this stage of the
process the burden is being placed upon the Indian people to justify
their "exemption" flom Federal law and regulation, and that in orderto
do so, they may have to reveal details of religious beliefs and practices,
Bureauaaticizatton The basic problem here is to find a workable
basis for recognition of Native religious freedom, which is not open to
abuse by non-Indians and Indians who might misuse their rights for
illicit purposes" Obviously, the goal is to have the least possible
discretion placed on Federal officials to determine "authenticity" of
Indian religious practices" By removing this discretion from the Federal
officials, the burden of distinguishing the "authentic" from the
"bogus" will fallon the Native people. which raises the unpleasant but
perhaps unavoidable prospect of bureaucratic procedures-i e . issuing of identity cards, and the like

Religious Infringement Issues
Most of the incidents of religious infringement identified by the
Advisory Board for consideration by the Project staff fall into one or
more of the following areas
Native American Rights Fund

Prelervatlon of and Accen to Sacred Areal Like religions
everywhere, many Native groups consider certain physical locations
such as cemeteries, ceremonial sites, mountains and other areas to be
sacred But oftentimes, they arc denied access to such sites or allowed
only restricted use In some instances, the areas arc even being destroyed by excavation, flooding or mining The issue here is not
necessarily o\vnership of the areas in questions, but the right to have the
areas protected from desecration and to have access to them Many of
these areas are on Federal land controlled by such Federal agencies as
the Forest Service, Park Service, Bureau of Land Management and
other Federal agencies The American people are capable of understanding and respecting holy areas such as Mecca, Jerusalem and 5t
Peters, but apparently not yet the holy sites of the Natives
The Right to Religioul VIe of Peyote . Although Federal drug laws
and several Western states permit use of peyote for bona fide religious
purposes, members of the Native American Church are still being
arrested for possession and use of peyote Issues that are being researched include the right to grow and harvest peyote; the right to
transport peyote free from arrest; and the right to bonafide religious use
in every state where the Native American Church exists
The Right to Recover Religioul Objectl . For many tribes, the free
exercise of their religion has been further complicated by the fact that
many religious artifacts have been lost to museums, private collectors,
or foreign countries. Native religious leaders complain that they are
unable to perform religious ceremonies and rites without the artifacts
The NARF implementation staff is consulting with affected tribes to
determine what actions can be taken to recover their religious objects It
is hoped that these museums will cooperate with the tribes
NARF is currently negotiating with the Denver Art Museum in an
attempt to recover a Zuni tribal war god sculpture War god sculptures
arc placed by Zuni Bow Priests in remote open shrines every year to
protect the New Mexico Pueblo Tribal leaders have informed the
museum that the statue is a sacred religious object; that it is communal
property and, thus, could not have been acquired legally by the
museum; and have asked for its immediate return The Denver An
Museum has about 15,000 Indian Artifacts
The Right to CrOll Borden Freely for Religioul Purpolel . Many
tribes bordering Canada and Mexico have been split by international
boundaries, and historically been involved in border disputes with the
Immigration and Customs Departments Natives cross to attend ceremonies and visit ancient tribal sites. Medicine bundles and other reli
gious materials prepared and sealed by medicine men and worn for
health, protection, and purity reasons have sometimes been searched
and confiscated by Customs officials This renders them useless and
unclean to their owners according to their religious beliefs It is hoped
that special exemptions can be made to protect religious materials
The Rightl of Incarcerated Indians . The religious rights of Indians
confined in prisons and reformatories are constantly being infringed
They arc denied access to their spiritual leaders: refused religious Items
needed tor ceremonies; and prevented lrom \vearrng their hall In tradl
tional fashion Although some progress has been made recently. especially through NARFs Prison PruJecl \\ hlch dealt mainly with religiOUS
freedol1l rights. much remains to be done Despite statements that
religious Involvement is one 01 the l1losl successful rehabilitative
l<Hces, prrson oil icials continue to deny to Indian inmates their hrst
Amendment rrghts
Right to ReliRiolH Privacy . This right refers not only to preserving
the sanctlt J 01 ceremonies but also to the right to freedom from Illegal
search and sel/ures of religious items When the Taos Pueblo Indians
\\ere attL~mpting 10 recover the sacred Blue Lake area. they found II
-iifflcult to e\plaln to Congress the religiOUS significance of the area to
em \\lthout revealing details 01 ceremonies; to them such publiC
revelatIOns would have desecrated the ceremonies themselves ThiS
Announcements. Winter 1979

Millon M Mark I , Yumk, a member o/NARF'.1 Relig/(Jlo Freedom
A(h IIOT} Board, Il prelenrly lerving hll lecond term as C hwrman oj
the CalijiNn/a Native American Heritage Commission In 1970, Marks
jimmied the Northwelt Indian Cemetery Protec/lve AllO(/ation, Inc
in Eureka and hal lened QlIII Chamnanfor the pall eight yean

right 10 privacy also covers the right to travel around the country and
across borders without having religious artifacts searched and can··
fiscated Ministers of Western religions arc properly respected but not
the Indian medicine man
The Rightl aflndian Studentl . Probably in no other area have the
religious rights of Indians been violated more than in Federal, public
and denominational schools Historically, it was in the schools, under
the guise of "education," that the Indian was stripped of his culture,
language and religion There are still instances today \\here Indian
students' rights arc violated. For example, although Christian holy days
arc duly honored on the school holiday calendar, Indian students are not
permitted days off for their religious ceremonial days They are also
prevented by school dress codes from wearing their hair in traditional
fashion, which for them has religious meaning And some Native
parents believe that compulsory attendance for Indian youth rnfringes
on their religiOUS rights to raise their children in a manner that would
ensure cultural identity and religiOUS preservation
1 he Right to 1 raditional Hair Stylel . In any confrned en\ Ironlllent
where the Indian may find hlmselt~sch(x)ls. prisons reforma(ones,
mililary servlce~he is seldom allo\\ed to wear hiS hair In Native
fashion It is difficult for the non Indian to see this as a rellblouS Issue
and thIS IS pnncipally because he does not understand Ihe unity of
culture and religion for most Natives The traditional Indian has nol yet
divided hiS personal life into separate areas For him religion art,
language and lamily are all unlled
There arc other issues and areas thaI are being Investigated by the
Project staff and Will be included rn NARFS report to Congress
Continued on page twelve
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We have been told by the white men, or at least by those who are
Christian. that God sent to men His son, who would restore order and peace
upon the ea,rlh;' and we have been told that Jesus the Christ was crucified.
bUi

thai he shull COffle again at the La,~: J::agmen!. the e!'A of this world Qr

cycle. This I understand and know that it is true. but the white men should
know thatfor the red people too. it was the will ofWakan·Tanka. the Great
Spirit, that an animal turn itself into a two··legged person in order to bring
the most holy pipe to His people;' and we too were taught that this White
Buffalo Cow Woman who brought our sacred pipe will appear again at the
end ofthis "world," a coming which we Indians know is now not very far

oJr

Our departed
~es.
happy-hearted maidens, 2
dren who lived here and r
season, will love these s
even-tide they greet sha(
And when the last Red M
and the memory of my tri
myth among the White
swarm with the invisible
when your children's ch
alone in the field, the st,
highway, or in the silenc(
they will not be alone. In
place dedicated to solitu
streets of your citil<S and
you think them deserted,
returning hosts that once
this beautiful land., The \
alone. Let him be just 1IJ
people, for the dead are n
I say? There is no death, ()
S,

Most people call it a "peace pipe," yet now there IS no.peace on earth or
even between neighbors. and I have been told that it has been a long time
since there has been peace in the world. There is much talk ofpeace among
the Christians,. yet this is}ust talk. Perhaps it may be, and this is my prayer
that: though our sacred pipe, and thmugh this book in which I shall explain
what our pipe really is. peace may come to those peoples who can understand, an understanding which must be ofthe heart and not ofthe head
alone.. Then they will realize that we Indians know the One true God, and
that we pray to Him continually,
Black Elk, The Sacred Pipe

BLUE LAKE
There it lies
Nestled in the high mountains
The Little Blue Eye of Faith
The Deep Turquoise Lake of Life
Blue Lake, my church
Guarded by Mother Earth
Surrounded by Life
Rippled by the Wind
It's life giving water flows
Yet, within its depths, mysteries lie
Those which man will never know
@James F. Cordova, Taos Pueblo

Members of any other ethnic group within the United States can
return to their natll'e country. their place of origin and they will get
reacquainted with their traditional culture, But not the American
Indians., The native land. the place oforigin-for the Indian it is here,
Once the culture is wiped 0111. that is the end, There is noplace!or/ls to
go back to,
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In the house of long life,
there I wander.
In the house of happiness,
there I wander.
Beauty before me,
with it I wander.
Beauty behind me,
with it I wander.
Beauty belo~ me,
with it I wander.
Beauty above me,
with it I wander.
Beauty all around me,
with it I wander.
In old age traveling,
with it I wander.
On the beautiful trail I am,
with it I wander.,

The other puzzle was as between
Catholic, Methodist, Baptist, Episcopal,
Monnon, Quaker, etc. To the Indian's
mind there was nothing strange in having
so many denominations, because there
were many cults among his people, but he
could see no sense in the fanatical notion
that a person could belong to but one of
them at a time and be required to denounce
the other at sight. Why these sects should
hate each other so, !"as quite beyond his
understanding.
C. Wissler, Red Man Reservations

Nav~jo

,

cales as
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CONCLUSION
TIu'ee years ago, this country celebrated its 200th anniversary as an
independent nation Generally absent from this celebration were the
Native Americans Few tribes or other Native groups joined enthusias··
tically in the Bicentennial; and those who did participate probably were
not celebrating what was for them only a reminder of over 200 years of
subjugation, For even if all the treaties had been honored, all the
promises kept, and all the government officials been wise and honest,
the Native peoples would still have been dispirited over a celebration
which commemorated-at least for them-a history which witnessed
the taking of their lands, the annihilation of numerous tribes, and the
loss of much of their traditional ways of life
And yet after two centuries of oppressive policies aimed at their
complete assimilation and even genocide, the Native Americans still
remain Most retain many aspects of their traditional ways and beliefs,
and many tribes are even larger than before This resurgence is not only
in the form of population growth, but also cultural revival, protection of
the remaining land and resources, and control over all aspects of life It
is nothing less than a determination for tribal survival
And it is for this reason that the Native American Rights Fund
became involved in the efforts aimed at the implementation of the
"American Indian Religious Freedom Act' From its establishment in
1971, NARF's first priority has been the preservation and promotion of
tribal existence For Native Americans, existence is defined by more
than mere physical survivaL It encompasses the native language; family and group solidarity; social relationships; and, above all, traditional
religious beliefs Recognition and protection of Native religious beliefs
and practices is, therefore, necessary for cultural survivaL NARF's aim
is to work toward full implementation of the word and the spirit of the
Act
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When this country celebrated its Centennial in 1876, it was the height
of the so-called "Indian Wars" Ironically, Little Big Hom was the
beginning of the end for real freedom for most tribes who were still
resisting the White advance across the country It was the end of the
free, nomadic life and the beginnings of the reservation system.. The
next century was to see a fluctuating Federal Indian policy from one of
assimilation to tribal survival-and back again The 1976 Bicentennial
year saw the Federal government once again seemingly favoring cultural survival and self-determination for Native Americans But how
long this will continue to be the policy is uncertain in light of the history
of previous Government reversals
What will be the condition of the Native Americans in the year 2076
when the country celebrates its tricentennial~ Will any Indian tribes,
Native Alaskans or Native Hawaiians still exist; and ifso, will they be
culturally distinguishable from the rest of the people~ This will be the
real test of the democratic philosophy of this country-at least so far as
the Native Americans are concerned

For further information on the American Indian Religious
Freedom Act, NARF's Project, and especially those who may
have knowledge of existing or potential infringements of Nati ve
American religious rights by either Federal, state or local governments, pleaseconta.ct:
Kurt Blue Dog
Walter Echo-Hawk
I.;.
LonaineEdmo
,Native American Rights Fund, 1506 Broadway, Boulder,

,9>101'000

-.

"
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The American Indian Religious Freedom
Project of the
NATIVE AMERICAN RIGHTS FUND
Co-DiJi:<:-wn;

Kurt Biue Dog (Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux)
NARF Attomcy
Walter EchO-Hawk (pawnee)
NARF Attorney

Paralegal:

Burgess C. Primeaux (ponca..Qsage)
NARF Staff

Legal Researdt:

Phillip "Sam" Deloria (Standing Rock Sioux)
Director, American Indian Law Center
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque

Vicky Santana (Blackfeet)
Attorney, American Indian Law Center
Pader Sando (Laguna Pueblo)
Attorney, American Indian Law Center
Jeff Taylor
DNA, Navajo Legal Services, Windowrock, Az.
Consultants:

Dale Old Hom (Crow)
Crow Agency. Montana
Henry Old Coyote (Crow)
Crow Agency, Montana

Religious Freedom Advisory Board Members
Paul Bernal
(Taos Pueblo)
Taos, New Mexico

Stanley Red Bird
(Rosebud Sioux)
Rosebud, South Dakota

Harding Big Bow
(Kiowa)
Mountain View. Oklahoma

Edward Red Hat
(Southern Cheyenne)
Longdale, California

Oifford Black
(Alaskan Native)

John "Sammy" Sapiel
(Penobscot)
Falmouth, Massachusetts

Truman Daily
(Otoe-Missouri)
Red Rock, Oklahoma
Jack Jackson
(Navajo)
Windowrock, Arizona
Randy Kal;lhiki
(Native Hawaiian)
Honolulu, Hawaii
Archie Fire Lame Deer
(Sioux)
Santa Barbara, California
Robert E. Lewis
(Zuni)
Zuni, New Mexico
Milton Mads
(Yurok)
McKinleyville, California
Johnson Meninick
(Yakima)
Toppenish, Washington
Lloyd G. Old Coyote
(Crow)
Crow Agency, Montana
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Howard E" Tommie
(Seminole)
Hollywood, Horida

NARF Receives Special Grant

For Tribal Energy Project
In October, 1978 NARF was awarded a special grant from the
Administration for Natiye Americans (ANA) and the COITU!1Unity Services Administration (CSA) to develop Tribal Energy
and Social Development Offices on three Indian reservations.
NARF is subcontracting part of its grant to the Council of
Energy Resource Tribes (CERT) for the implementation of this
Project. The overall objective of the Project is to assist tribes to
begin regulating and controlling the development of energy
resources on their reservations.
NARF has sub-contracted the socio-economic aspect of the
Project to CERT. The three tribes selected to participate in the
Project are all members of CERT, they are the Laguna Pueblo
and Jicarilla Apache of New Mexico and the Ute Tribe of the
Uintah and Ouray Reservation in Utah. CERT has a total membership of some 26 tribes.
The Project has been segregated into a number of major tasks.
Both NARF and CERT staff will undertake a survey of socioeconomic and legal impacts of energy development on Indian
reservations. Both organizations will develop and administer
training sessions on energy development and related legal and
socio-economic issues for the three Tribal councils and the
Tribal energy office staffs.
CERT will develop an information system to facilitate the
dissemination, retrieval and utilization of relevant information
on energy development and its implications. Both NARF and
CERT will be responsible for providing on-going legal and
technical assistance to the energy offices during the one-year
Project period.. It is anticipated that the energy office personnel
for the local Tribal offices will be selected by the end of March,
1979 and training sessions will begin by mid-April. The offices
should be in operation shortly thereafter. Ms. Thelma Stiffarm,
a member of the Cree and Gros Ventre Tribes is serving as
NARF's Energy Project Director. Ms. Stiffarm is former Deputy Director of the American Indian Law Center in Albuquerque, New Mexico. The present project is schedul¢ to last
through September, 1979. Ms. Stiffarm reports that CERT is
working with the three tribes to secure funding for the on-going
operation of the local energy offices. More information on this
Project will be provided in the next issue of this publication.

Alternates:
Thomas Big Lake
(Crow)
William Hetcher
(Southern Cheyenne)
Emerson Jackson
(Navajo)
Joe Little Coyote
(Crow)
Jane Penn
(Wintu)
Marie Saltclah
(Navajo)
Bernard Second
(Mescalero Apache)
Pete Stump
(Cree)
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Historical Background

Major Developments
II

'I

HUNTING AND FISIDNG RIGHTS
For many tribes, the right to hunt, to fish and to harvest certain plants
on or near reservation land continues to be important to tribal subsistence and livelihood. Under treaties, which removed these tribes from
their aboriginal hunting and fishing lands and placed them on reservations only a fraction of the size of their aboriginal areas, such rights
were generally retained.
Today's issues regarding the hunting and fishing rights oflndians fall
into two basic categories. First, what rights do tribes have to continue to
hunt and fish on lands outside reservation boundaries but which are on
aboriginal lands ceded under various treaties? Second, what rights do
tribes have to control hunting and fishing within their reservations
boundaries free from state control? Since its inception, NARF has
considered these rights to be of paramount importance to tribal survival
and identity. The following four cases illustrate both the diversity of
tribal claims and the continued importance ofhunting and fishing rights
to Indian tribes.

UTE MOUNTAIN TRIBE SECURES HUNTING
RIGHTS Wlm STATE OF COWRADO
Judge Hatfield Chilson of the United States District Court for the
District of Colorado issued a Consent Decree on September 21, 1978,
y,.hereby members of the Ute Mountain Ute Tribe may hunt in the foul'
million-acre Brunot Agreement Area in southwestern Colorado under
the supervision of a Tribal Hunting Commission. Much of the area is
national forest land in the San Juan Mountains. Signing of the Decree
ended two years of negotiations among members of the State of Colorado Wildlife Commission; B~II James of the Attorney General's Office; the Business Committee of the Ute Mountain Ute Tribe; Scott
Jacket, Tribal Chairman and Native American Rights Fund attorneys.
When the threat to the Ute Mountain Ute Tribe's hunting rights came
to NARF's attention, NARF was prepared to litigate those rights in
federal court for the Tribe. But in light of the expenditure of time and
money involved in litigation, NARF first asked the State of Colorado
whether an out of court settlement could be reached before initiating
court action. State ofIicials responded positively, given the fact that
Indian law precedents would assure to the Tribe all of their rights
secured by the Act of 1874(18 Stat. 36) and the Tribe's right to regulate
their members' hunting and fishing rights off the reservation.
Last March Tribal officials and officials of the State's Wildlife
Commission were prepared to sign an agreement recognizing the
Tribe's historic rights to the Brunot Cession Area when local citizens
obtained an injunction in Montezuma C.ounty Court, temporarily preventing the historic agreement from being signed. On the same day, the
Ute Mountain Tribe filed Civil Action No. 78-C-0220 in federal district
court against wildlife officials of the State of Colorado seeking declaratory and injunctive relief against impairment of federal Indian
hunting rights and privileges secured for the Utes in 1874. Both parties
later agreed to enter into the consent decree which embodied the
proposed agreement rather than continuing the litigation.,
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The consent decree honors a century old agreement called the Brunot
Cession of April 19,1874 (18 Stat. 36) in which the United States
assured the Ute Tribe that its members could hunt in the San Juan
Mountains "so long as the game lasted and the Indians were at pe~ce
with the white man." Il\exchange, the Ute relinquished theirtitle to/
San Juan t-.1ountain area. The right to hunt in the Sa."! Juan Mounta~ . __.
has never been extinguished by the federal government. This right and
the Tribe's reservation is all that remains of the Ute Indian's aboriginal
domain which extended to large parts of Colorado, Utah and New
Mexico.
The Ute Indians lost their historic lands through a series of treaties
and agreements with the United States in the Nineteenth Century. One
of the most significant treaties was that of March 2, 1868, in which the
Utes managed to reserve their title only to the western third of the State
of Colorado and relinquished all claim and title to their other lands.
Shortly after 1868, gold and silver was discovered in the San Juan
range, which was located within the Ute's Reservation, bringing a
barrage ofminers to the area. The United States did nothing to honor the
Treaty of 1868 and in fact began further negotiations with the Ute
Indians for the cession of that area as well. The Ute Indians fiercely
resisted any furtHer cessioh, but,a~ter extended negotiations laced with
threats of the possibility of enforced military removal, they signed the
Brunot Cession Agreement in 1874.

General

Provi~ions

of the Consent Decree

The Consent decree provides for the establishment ofa Ute Mountain
Ute Brunot Area Agreement Hunting Commission which wil1 issue a
"Ute Mountain Ute Tribal Hunting Code for the Brunot Agreement
Area." This Code will be Tribal law and the Tribe wil1 use it to regulate
and control all hunting by authorized members which is specified in the
decree when the hunting is done for subsistence, religious 01' ceremonial purposes,
All Tribal members wishing to hunt in the Brunot Agreement Ar"'a
must first obtain Tribal regulations and hunting permits and (
proper and complete identification at all times.
Monies received from fines and fees paid by Ute Mountain Ute
Tribal hunters are to be used by the Brunot Agreement Area Wildlife
Commission for the maintenance of the Commission..
Violators ofTribal hunting regulations are to be prosecuted in the Ute
Mountain Ute Tribal Court and the penalties and fines are to be
comparable to those provided for under State law. However, Tribal
hunters in the Brunot Agreement Area who violate federal law wil1 be
prosecuted in federal court.
Tribal hunters will be subject to State law when they hunt in the
Brunot Cession Area for other than subsistence, rei igious 01' ceremonial
purposes and when they hunt on private property without the owner's
consent.
In the agreement the State of Colorado reserves the right to exercise
general police power in the Brunot Agreement Area and to impose
special conservation restrictions on the Indian hunting privileges described in the agreement when necessary to preserve a species of game
animal..
_
The agreement further provides for cooperation of the Tribe and the
State in training Tribal game wardens and in development of a
Cooperative Game Management Plan,
Year-round hunting for deer and elk by authorized tribal members
without state licenses is to be permitted subject to a number of conditions,
Authorized Tribal hunters may hunt deer and elk for subsistence,
religious or ceremonial purposes during the state seasons subject to
Tribal regulations . Recognized Tribal hunters are not subject to state
license requirements or to state bag limits, except when the State and
the Tribe mutual1y agree on special conservation restrictions when
necessary to preserve a species of game animal, or when necessa
implement a game management plan,
Commercial hunting will not be al1owed. Hunters may not barter,
Native American Rights Fund
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The TribeS are contending that they retained the right to fish free of
state regulation in the areas ofLalce Superior and Lalce Michigan which
were ceded in the treaties. The Tribes and the Federal government are
asking the Court to declare that the affectt"d Tribes, as descendants to
signatories of the 1836 !rP-aty have rese!"'!ed rights to fish in :;ubs:a..tiaJ
portions of the Great Lalces.
The matter fmally came to trial in Federal District Court in March,
1978 an~ lasted nearly a month. Trial concluded on December 18,
1978, following a recess due to the Judge'sill health. At trial, over 300
exhibits were introduced by all parties and extensive expert testimony
was received from historians, ethnohistorians, archeologists and
anthropologists. In addition, several Tribal witnesses testified
regarding oral tradition in their communities as it pertained to the
meaning of the treaties of 1836" and 1855. The trial transcript is
contained in ten volumes and totals nearly 3,000 pages.
Oosing argument and post-trial briefs were submitted February 2,
1979 and the District Court's decision is now pending. (United States v.
Michigan, U.S. District Court,Western District ofMichigan, Civ. No.
M26-73).

Ute Mountain Ute Tribal Chairman Scan Jacket signs historic hun/ing agreement with Tom Farley, former Chairman, Colorado State
Fish and Wildlife Commission.

trade or sell wildlife which they have killed, but they may barter, trade
or sell raw or tanned hides" There will be no hunting on private land
without the owner's consent.
This agreement resolves a six-year dispute between the Ute Moun.ain Ute Tribe and the State of Colorado. It began in 1972 when a Tribal
member, Clifford Whyte, was arrested the first day of the hunting
season after killing a deer in Montezuma County in the San Juan
National Forest. He had no valid Colorado hunting license and was
charged with the unlicensed lcilling of a deer.
A hearing was held on his motion to dismiss on stipulated facts and
on June 4, 1973 the case was dismiS$ed by Judge George R. Annstrong
of the County Court for the County of Montezuma on the grounds that
the 1874 Brunot Agreement precludes any authority of the State of
Colorado to subject Whyte to its hunting laws. The County Court's
decision was appealed to the District Court for the County of Montezuma. It issued an order dated June 10, 1974 reversing the County
Court's judgement and remanding the case for proceedings consistent
with its opinion. As of September, 1976 there had been no trial and on
October 4, 1976 the judge of the County Court for the County of
Montezuma signed an order granting Whyte's motion to dismiss with
prejudice on the gl'Ounds that Whyte's speedy trial rights had been
violated. [Ute Tribe ofIndians v. State ofColorado, etal., Civil Action
No. 78-C-D220.]

GREAT LAKES TRIBES ASSERT ABORIGINAL
FISHING RIGHTS
NARF attorneys, in conjunction with local legal services attorneys,
are representing the Bay Mills Indian Community in a suit brought by
the United States on behalf of Bay Mills and the Sault Ste. Marie Tribe
of Chippewa Indians against the State of Michigan. Both Tribes were
parties to two treaties under which large parts of the present State of
Hchigan and adjoining areas of the Great Lalces were relinquished by
..le Tribes. The Great Lalces area encompassed the aboriginal fishing
sites for these Tribes as well as many other neighboring tribes in the
area. The Tribes depend to a great extent for their subsistence and
livelihood on the fishing economy of the region.
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FOURTII CIRCUIT UPHOLDS EASTERN CHEROKEE
FISHING REGULATIONS
On November 30, 1978, the United States Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit entered a decision upholding the lower court judgment.
In the Fourth Circuit opinion, the Court unanimously held that North
Carolina could not impose its fishing licenses and fishing regulations on
tourists fishing in the Put and Take Program of the Eastern Band. The
case is significant because it is the first Court of Appeals case which has
held that the Tribe, together with the United States Department of the
Interior, can pre-empt overlapping state fishing and game laws as they
apply to non-Indians.
Currently, the State of North Carolina is preparing a petition for a
writ of certiorari to the United States Supreme Court. [EaStern Band of
Cherokee Indians v. North Carolina, U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit, No. 76-2161.]

QUECHAN TRIBE ASSERTS EXCLUSIVE HUNTING
AND FISHING AUTHORITY WITHIN RESERVATION
BOUNDARIES
On January II, 1979, ora! argument was presented before the U.. S.
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit in San Francisco. Argument was
presented on the issues of whether California game laws applied to
non-Indians within the Fort Yuma Reservation and if so whether state
game wardens had the authority to enter the Reservation to enforce
them. Earlier, the lower Federal District Court had ruled that although
state game laws did apply to non-Indians within the Reservation, state
game wardens had no authority to enter the Reservation without Tribal
consent.
Both the Tribe and the State are appealing the District Court's
decision. The State is arguing that Tribal sovereign immunity does not
bar the State's action; the State game laws apply to non-Indians; and
that State game wardens do have the authority to enter and enforce State
game laws on non-Indians within the Reservation" Besides arguing that
the Tribe's sovereign immunity bars the State's action against it and
that State game laws do not apply within the Quechan Reservation, the
Tribe is also asking that the case be transferred back to the District
Court for consideration of whether the Tribe's comprehensive hunting
and fishing code now pre-empts the appliction of overlapping state
laws.
Subsequent to the oral argument, the Ninth Circuit Court issued an
order postponing any decision until it renders a decision in a related
case-Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation v" State of
Washington. A decision in this case is expected in the coming months.
[California v. Quechan Tribe, U.S.Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit, No. 77-1500, 77-2172]
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EASTERN LAND CLAIMS
There are presently about 20 Indian land claims which nave been
filed seeking return of more than 20 million acres of aboriginal land
areas from Maine to Louisiana. All of the suits charge violations of the
Indian Nonintercourse Act of 1790, which prohibited state and local
governments and other non-Indians hom ac.quiring Indian lands without congressional ratification and involvement. NARF is currently
assisting in at least twelve of these land claims cases. What makes each
complicated is the unique nature of each land transaction; that is, under
what conditions they occurred and whether the Indians who sold the
land were acting as members of an active tribe or as individuals
Summarized here are status reports on five of the NARF land claims
cases . Future issues ofAnnouncementr will report on the progress of
these very important land claims actions.

NEGOTIATIONS CONTINUE IN MAINE LAND
CLAIMS CASE
Negotiations aimed at settlement of the Maine Indian land claim
continued through 1978 with at least two new settlement proposals
being offered by members of the State's congressional delegation . The
latest proposal was introduced in October, 1978 by former U.S.
Senator William D. Hathaway (D-Maine) which would provide the
Peoobscot and Passamaquoddy Tribes with $37 million . Of this sum,
$10 million would be used toward the purchase of 100,000 acres ofland
oow held by 14 large landholders. The actual Tribal claim seeks 12.5
million acres, roughly two-thirds of the State of Maine and $25 billion
in trespass damages.
In a statement, which was not made public, the large landholders
indicated their willingness to sell 200,000 acres of land to be held in
trust for the benefit of the Tribes. This proposal was endorsed by
President Jimmy Cartel', Maine's Governor James Longley, Attorney
General Joseph Brennan, who is now Governor, Congressman David
Emery, Senator William Cohen and Senator Edmund Muskie.. The
leaden; of the two Tribes termed the offer a "constructive proposal",
but did not actually endorse it.
Since the Hathaway proposal was made public, the Tribes have been
involved in negotiations with the large landholders concerning the
price, location and method of acquisition of lands which those companies are willing to convey . The Tribes have also been involved in
discussion with the Department of Interior concerning various benefits
which will be available to the Tribes if the settlement is accomplished .
Discussions with the State of Maine concerning jurisdictional matters
had not begun as of the end of the year, although a preliminary meeting
had been held with Governor-elect Brennan
On March 9, 1979, U.s District Court Judge Edward T Gignoux
announced a six-month extension of the time in the claims litigation so
that negotiations could continue among the parties in the Maine case
This was the fifth such extension that Judge Gignoux has made since
January, 1977..
Last June, the Maine congressional delegation also introduced
legislation drafted by Congressman William Cohen, who is now
Senator.. This legislation provided for the outright extinguishment of
the Passamaquoddy and Penobscot claims In place of the claim, the
Cohen legislation provided for an action in the U.S Court of Claims in
which recovery would be limited to the difference between the value of
the land when taken and the amount paid, plus simple interest The
Tribes objected vigorously to this course of action and President Carter
indicated that he did not support the measure President Carter had
earlier indicated in a public appearance in Bangor, Maine that he would
veto legislation extinguishing the Tribal claims on terms other than
those which had been negotiated by the Special Task Force which he
had appointed in October, 1977, and the Tribal negotiating committee
Matters remained at a stalemate until October when former Senator
Hathaway proposed a totally-Federally funded settlement
Indian Township Passamaquoddy Tribal Governor Harold Lewy
recently announced that he had replaced the Township representation to
the Tribal negotiating committee Lewy named Allen J Sockabasin
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Mount Katahdin, spiritual home of the Maine Indians .
(PIwIO COfU'Usy ofTM WabaM.ti Alliance)

and Albert Dana to succeed Wayne A. Newell and Jeanette Neptune
George Stevens has been appointed as an alternate. Currently representing Pleasant Point Passamaquoddy Reservation on the Committee ar'e Tribal Lt Gov . Cliv Dore and Albert Sockbeson . Representing Indian Island Penobscot Reservation ar'e Tribal Governor
Wilfred Pehrson, Andrew Akins, James Sappier and Timothy Love.
Stanley Neptune of Indian Island is an alternate. Representing offreservation Penobscots is Reuben (Butch) Phillips of Dover-Foxcroft

FIRST CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS UPHOLDS RL
ING OF DISTRICT COURT ON QUESTION OF
MASHPEE TRIBAL EXISTENCE
On February 13, 1979, the First Circuit Court of Appeals in Boston,
Massachusetts, upheld the decision of the Massachusetts District Court
on the question of Mashpee Wamponoag Tribal existence In the
original complaint, filed August, 1976, the Mashpee Tribe sought a
declaration of ownership to approximately 13,000 acres of undeveloped land in the Town of Mashpee, Massachusetts. All individual
homeowners were exempted from the claim within the claim ar'ea The
defendants in the suit included the Town of Mashpee, the State of
Massachusetts, several real estate developers, a utility company and
several title insurance companies.
The suit is based on the Indian Nonintercourse Act of 1790, which
requires federal approval of tribal land transactions No federal approval was obtained for the transactions by which the Mashpees lost
their land. The defendants asserted that the Mashpees were not a tribe
and therefore not entitled to the protection of the Act This question of
tribal existence was severed out for a separate trial by District Court
Judge Walter J Skinner
Trial was completed in January, 1978, after 40 days of testimony and
presentation of evidence The issue of tribal existence then went to the
jury and the jury was instructed to decide whether there was a Mashpee
Wamponoag Tribe in existence on six key dates The jury found that
there was a Tribe in existence in 1834 and 1843 when the Tribe lost its
land, but not in 1790, 1869, 1870 and 1976 Judge Skinner then took
the case under advisement because of the inconclusive nature of the
jury's findings On March 24, 1978, the Mashpee case was dismissed
by the Court on the grounds that no Tribe existed to assert the claim
The Plaintiff tribe raised a number of issues on appeal to the
Circuit Court of Appeals . First, the Mashpee Tribe argued thai
District Court erred by refusing to grant a continuance pending the
Department of Interior's action on the Mashpee application for federal
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recognition as a tribe. The Court of Appeals ruled, however, that the
lower court acted correctly in denying the continuance.
The Tribe. also challenged the District Court's instructions to the jury
on the definition of a "tribe." The Tribe was required to prove that it
met Ihe defmition of a "tribe ofIndians," as the phrase was Used in the
1790 indian Nonintercourse Act. The Court of Appeals concluded
that" . • . there were a few isolated sentences of Ihe Judges' charge
that may have been unclearor overstated, but the instructions taken as a
whole w~re largely consistent with the position Ihat the plaintiffs
argued. . . . " and refused to reverse on that ground.
In addition, Ihe Mashpee Tribe asserted that Ihe District Court was
wrong in placing the burden of proof of tribal existence on the Tribe.
They contended that the burden ofproofshould have been placed on the
defendants by virtue of a federal statute placing Ihe burden on nonIndian claimants in Indian land cases. The Court of Appeals held the
statute inapplicable, however, in this case.
The Mashpees further argued that the special verdicts returned by the
jury were irreconcilably inconsistent and totally ambiguous. As a
consequence the Tribe argued Ihat the only solution was to order a new
trial. In response to this issue, the Court of Appeals held that the jury's
answers could support the judgment and that a new trial was not
required on the basis of the special verdicts.
F"mally, the Tribe maintained that the District Court failed to investigate sufficiently Ihe impact on the jury verdict of an anonymous
Ihreatening phone call made to one of the jurors, and that a new trial
therefore, was mandatory. The Court of Appeals ruled that a satisfactory investigation had taken place and a new trial was not needed.
NARF attorneys representing the Mashpees are now preparing an
appeaI to be submitted to the Supreme Court of the United States.
(Mashpee Tribe v. Town ofMashpee, 447 F. Supp. 940 (S.D. Mass.
I 978)J.

PRESIDENT CARTEk SIGNS NARRAGANSKIT LAND
CLAIMS SETTLEMENT LEGISLATION
. On October 2, 1978, President Carter signed into law the "Rhode
Island Indian Claims Settlement Act." This negotiated settlement
marks the first Indian land claims to be settled on the East Coast. The
Tribe's original claim, filed in Federal District Court in Rhode Island in
1975, called for the return of approximately 3,200 acres to tribal
ownership, which included 600 acres of surface lakes.
.
Under the terms of the Settlement Act the Tribe is to receive 1,800
acres, half of it State land and half to be purchased from private
landowners who are willing to sell at fair market v~ue. The land will be
purchased with a $3.5 million appropriation from Congress. These
lands are to be held by a state-chartered, Indian controlled corporation
and subject to a permanent, Federally-imposed restriction against alienation. The lands will be put in Federal trust fo[' Ihe Tribe if the Tribe
gains Federal recognition. (As this issue was going to press, it was
learned Ihat Ihe Governor of Rhode Island has filed a bill in the Rhode
Island Legislature to create the permanent public corporation to hold
the land in trust). The Tribe has the option to establish its own hunting
and fishing rights on the settlement lands. The land will be pre"zoned
bUt otherwise exempt from local zoning restrictions. Settlement lands
will be free of property taxation; however, any profit-making activities
would be subject to taxation. State civil and criminal law will generally
apply, such as health, building and other codes.
The Narragansett Settlement will undoubtedly have an impact on the
olher Eastern Indian land claims cases still pending. The existence of
the Indian claims not only subjects the parties to lengthy and expensive
court battles, but also imposes a cloud over land titles which has
disrupted real estate and municipal bond sales in the disputed areas. But
despite Ihe economic hardships the suit may have caused some, the
Narragansetts " . . . are equally bitter about the loss of their last
remaining chunks of reservation lands in 1880 when Ihe Rhode Island
Assembly paid them $5,000 and declared their Tribe defunct."
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NEGOTIATIONS CONTINUE IN CATAWBA LAND
CLAIMS ACTION
Since 1974, NARF has been assisting the Catawba Tribe in its Tribal
land claim arising out of treaties between the British Crown and the
Tribe in i760and ii6.3. By these treaties, the Tribe ceded a much larger
tract of land to .lhe colonies in return for the establishment of a 15-mile
square, 144,000 acre reservation situated on what is now the border
between North and Soulh Carolina. In 1840, the· State of South
~ina, ~thout fede~ conse~t or.participation, negotiated a treaty
WIth the Tnbe purportmg to extmgulsh Ihe Tribe's title to their 1763
reservation. In return, the State promised to secure for the Tribe a
suitable reservation in North Carolina. The State failed to do this and in
1842, purchased a 630 acre tract ofland for the Tribe within the original
boundaries of Ihe 1763 reservation as a new reservation for the Tribe.
In 1976, after more than a year of historical and legal research
NARF submitted a litigation request to Ihe Secretary of the Interior o~
Ihe !ribe's behalf. Th~ .~uest asked Ihe Secretary to request'the
Justice Department to mltiate legal action on behalf of the Tribe to
regain possession of the 1763 Reservation. After reviewing the Tribe's
request for more Ihan a year, the Interior Department asked the Justice
Department in 1977 to ~ring suit on the Tribe's behalf to regain
possession of the Reservation.
Th~ Tribe and the federal government ad~ted the position that a
negotiated settlement was preferable to protracted litigation. To that
end, the Tribe in 1977 undertook lengthy negotiations with South
Carolina State officiafs which culminated in a November, 1977 agreement between Ihe Tribe and the State's Attorney General. The agreed
upon settlement would provide that in return for the extinguishment of
the Tribe's claim, legislation would be enacted by Congress which
would establish a federal reservation on unoccupied lands, a Tribal
development fund and status as a federally-recognized Indian tribe. In
the months that followed, however, opposition among Tribat members
to the proposed settlement plan emerged, centering around failure to the
Tribe's proposal to allow those members who might elect to receive
their share of the settlement benefits in cash. In July, 1978, the Tribe
voted to revise its settlement proposal to allow those members who
desired to receive their portion of the settlement on an individual rather
Ihen a Tribal basis to elect to do so. The Tribe is currently in the process
of drafting legislation and is negotiating with representatives of the
~dmini~trationand Congress in an effort to develop settlement legislation whIch can be enacted during Ihe current session of Congress.

SEMINOLE TRIBE FILES SUIT AGAINST STATE IN
LAND DISPUfE
The Seminole Tribe of Rorida has filed a suit against the State which
challenges the legality of a 1950 dedication of 16,000 acres of the
Seminole State Reservation for use as a flood control district. The
16,000 acres had been part ofthe East Big Cypress Reservation, first set
aside by the State as a reservation for Ihe Seminoles' exclusive and
perpetual use in 1936. In this suit, the Tribe claims that the 1950
dedication was void by virtue of non-complaince with the 1790 Indian
Nonintercourse Act, and therefore constitutes a breach of the State's
trustee responsibilities toward the Seminole Tribe.
The suit was filed initially by the Seminole Tribal attorney. The
Tribe asked NARF to serve as co-counsel and NARF drafted and tiled
an amended complaint. Shortly after the amended complaint was filed,
the Rorida Attorney General's office indicated its interest in settling the
case. NARF and the Tribal Attorney met twice with the State's attorneys. On December 10, 1978, the Assistant Attorney General assigned
to the case recommended that the State settle the case. NARF has
agreed on an appropriate measure of damages for purposes of settlement and expects to meet with Rorida attorneys soon in order to work
out a preliminary settlement. [Seminole Tribe v. Florida. U.S.D.C. for
the So. District of Rorida, Civ. No. 78-6116-DIV-NCRl
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OTHER MAJOR CASES
FLANDREAU INDIAN STUDENT REINSfATED
In January, 1978, NARF was contacted by the representative of an
Indian student who had been wrongfully expelled from an Indian
boWding school in violation of the student's due process rights. Tne
school had stated that it would not reinstate the student pending the
administrative appeal through the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Since those
appeals could take months, and since the student had already been out
ofschool for one semester, NARF immediately began work on the legal
proceedings necessary to reinstate the student. The next week in Federal court in South Dakota, NARF's attOrneys argued to Federal Judge
Nichols that the studunt was denied due process of law and that he was
entitled to a preliminary injunction reinstating him in school. Judge
Nichols agreed and the student was back in school several days later.
Later that month, the United States agreed to drop all administrative
appeals in light of Judge Nichols' findings.
The Cornelius case was the first known case which interpreted the
Indian student rights regulations under 25 CFR Part 35. These regulations were approved in 1974; however, they have been seldom used to
insure student rights despite many purported violations by BIA school
administratOrs. After the opinion was rendered in the Cornelius case,
the Office ofthe Associate Solicitor for Indian Affairs agreed to contact
Indian boarding school administratOrs and inform them that they must
abide by these regulations. [Cornelius v. U.S., District Court, So.

A significant aSpect of the Central Utah Project is to divert water
from the Uintal\ Basin over the Wasatch Mountains to Salt Lake City
for agricultural, municipal and industrial purposes. In 1965, the Ute
Tribe agreed to defer the irrigation of some of its lands so that approximately 6O,<XlO acre-feet of water could be diverted to the Wasatch
Basin. In recent years, it has bl:come apparent that the Tribe, which was
promised certain water storage and irrigation projects in return for its
deferral of water, was not receiving those benefits expeditiously. As a
result, the Tribe has taken a more vigorous posture in asserting these
water rights and out of this has emerged the effort between the Tribe and
the State to bring about a comprehensive water entitlement settlement.
During the past six years, NARF has assisted the Ute Tribe in trying
to secure and quantify its water rights and other reservation rights. Tied
to the water settlement is the settlement of certain hunting and fishing
and taxation issues. At one time, the Ute "compact" was to include
civil and criminal jurisdiction but that now appears to have been lost for
the present time. During the past two years, NARF has assisted the
Tribe's attorney in negotiating a comprehensive settlement covering
water, hunting and fishing, taxation and civil and criminal jurisdiction
for the State of Utah. The key to the settlement is the significant
"Winters Doctrine" water rights of the Ute Tribe. Tribal Council
Chairperson Ruby Black has indicated that the Tribe is still open to
negotiations in this dispute with the State.

Dakota. So. Division, CA. No. 78-4002,jiled January, 1978.]

U.S. SUPREME COURT ISSUES FAVORABLE RULING
IN COLORADO RIVER WATER REVIEW
In this case, NARF is representing the Cocopah Tribe, one of five
lower Colorado River Tribes, in trying to determine the water rights of
the Tribe to the Colorado River. This case was originally decided by the
Supreme Court in 1963. During the intervening years, the five Colorado River Tribes have filed motions to intervene for the purpose of
securing additional water rights.
In October of last year, NARF participated in the argument of the
case before the U.S. Supreme Court. On January 9, 1979, the Supreme
Court issued its opinion which proved favorable to the Cocopahs. The
Court approved and ordered the entry of a supplemental decree which
included a subordination provision which provided that in times of
shortage the five tribes would come first in allocation of water.
The Court deferred other issues, including whether or not the Tribes
be allowed to intervene in the case to a special master of the Supreme
Court. A retired Senior Judge of the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals will
serve as this SpeCial Master. The Master has sch~uled a March 29
1979, pre-trial conference in Phoenix, Arizona. Mter hearing Tribal
witnesses, the Special Master will make recommendations to the U.S.
Supreme Court. [Arizona v. California. 373 U.S. 546 (1963).]

UTE TRIBE RESCINDS WATER AGREEMENTS WITH
STATE OF UTAH
On March 5, 1979, the Ute Indian Tribe of the Uintah and Ouray
Reservation in Utah announced it was cancelling any participation in
the Central Utah Project (CUP) and repealing all water agreements with
non-Indians in the Uintah Basin.
Tribal council members based their repeal on the reported refusal of
the. Utah Legislature to consider a settlement agreement on Tribal
claims in the basin. Included among the Tribe's current agreements
with non-Indians is one which supplies water to Roosevelt City by the
large Uriah Heap Spring, located on Indian trust lands. This spring has
been a major source of water to the City.
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U.S. SUPREME COURT RECOGNIZES MISSISSIPPI
CHOCfAW RESERVATION AS "INDIAN COUNTRY"
On June 23, 1978, the Supreme Court of the United States reversed
two lower court rulings and held that the Mississippi Choctaw Indian
Reservation constitutes' 'Indian Country" within fedenil jurisdictional
statutes. The Court held that Federal courts and not state courts had
jurisdiction over a prosecution of an assault allegedly committed by an
Indian on the Reservation.
The opinion in the Smith John case was favorable to Indian interests
since it recognizes the existence of an Indian reservation in face of a
challenge by the State that no reservation existed.
NARF assisted the Indian's private attorney during the briefing ofthe
Federal case to the U.S. Court of Appeals. NARF prepared the appeal
of the State case to the Supreme Court and briefed and argued both
cases in that Court on behalf of the Indian defendants. [Smith John v.
Mississippi, 437 U.S. -<1978)].

DECISION IS EXPECTED IN FLORIDA TAX CASE
The question as to whether the State of Florida can collect state sales
tax from the Seminole Tribe for tribal business activities on the reservation is still pending. In October, 1976 the State of Florida filed suit
against the Tribe asking the court to order the Tribe to collect state tax
on admiss!ons the Tribe charges to the Seminole Village and on arts and
crafts items it sells on the Seminole Reservations . The State claimed in
its original complaint that the Tribe owed it more than $8,<XlO in taxes,
In May, 1978, a hearing was held on the Tribe's motion to dismiss the
case. To date, the Judge has not ruled on the Tribe's motion.
[Askew v" Seminole TribeojFlorida,lnc. Civ. No. 76-17413, Seventh
Judicial Circuit Court, Broward County, Florida.]
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PROFESSIONAL SfAFF CHANGES

During the past year a number of transitions occurred in
NARF's professional staff. Following completion of the
Mashpee trial in January, Staff Attorney Barry Margolin left
NARF's employ and re-joined the staff of Massachusetts Fair
Share. Maine Staff Attorney Dennis Montgomery left NARF in
June and now is employed by the Colorado Attorney General's
Office in Denver.
NARF's fonner Legislative liaison Suzan Shown Harjo
joined the Interior Department's staff in March and now serves
as a Special Legislative Assistant to Asst. Secretary of Indian
Affairs Forrest Gerard. NARF's Legislative Liaison position
has not yet been filled.
In May, NARF's Head Bookkeeper Susan R. Hart was promoted to the position of Treasurer/Controller. In early September, Staff Attorney John Wabaunsee joined the Legal Services Corporation Office in Denver as Coordinator of Indian
Programs.
There were two additions to the staff in October when Ms.
Thelma Stiffarm, a Cree-Gros Ventre Indian,joined the staff as
Director of NARF's special energy project. Ms. Stiffarm is
former Deputy Director of the American Indian Law Center in
Albuquerque and has also served as a legal consultant to the
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. Ms. Grace Gillette, an Arlkara Indian hum North Dakota, joined the staff as Business
Manager during this same month. Ms. Gillette was hired to
replace Mr. James A. Laurie, who is now employed by Management Task Force in Denver.
STEERING COMMITTEE ELECTS TWO
NEW MEMBERS
During the past year two new people were elected to the
NARF Steering Committee replacing M~s. Janet McCloud of
the Tulalip Tribe, who chose not to run for another term and Ms.
LaNada Boyer, a Shoshone-Bannock Tribal member, who resigned in September.

NATIVE AMERICAN RIGHTS
FUND OFFICES
Requests for assitance and information may be directed to the main office:
Executive Director
Native American Rights Fund
1506 Broadway
Boulder, Colorado 80302
Telephone 303/447-8760
or to the Washington, D.C. office:
Directing Attorney
Native American Rights Fund
1712 N Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
Telephone 202/785-4166
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National Indian Law Library (NILL)
•

NILL began in 1972 with the assistance of a grant from the Carnegie
Corporation, and is now funded through a grant from the Administration for Native Americans in the Department of Health. Education and
Welfare.
Its purpose is to serve as a national repository for Indian materials
and resources, primarily legal materials and resources. In addition to
tiles, law review articles, books and monographs on Indian law, the
library also has the Indian Law Reporter, Indian Claims CommisJion
DecisionJ and general reading material on the historical and anthropological aspect of various Indian tribes, and receives national
Indian newspapers and tribal newsletters.
NILL makes available to legal service organizations, federal and
state government offices, universities and law schools, private attorneys, Indian organizations, and individuals interested in Indian law,
Court decisions as old as 1956 to the present, plus most of other
materials via the NlLLCatalogue. The Catalogue is updated periodically, and the next supplement is expected to be published in the spring.
Publication of the ne,xt NlLL Cumulative Edition of the Catalogue is
contingent upon completion of a project to convert all libl1U)l shelf·
cards to a computer based system.

Replacing Mrs. McCloud is Mr. Herman Williams, also a
Tulalip Tribal member who works for thy Department of Housing and Urban Development in Seattle, Washington. Mr. Williams serves as a Special Assistant to the Regional Administrator for Indian housing programs in Region X. Mr. Roger Jim,
a member of the Yakima Tribal Business Committee, was
elected in Oct<;>ber to fill the unexpired term of Ms. Boyer. Mr.
Jim has served on his council for the past eight years. He also is
immediate past Area Vice-President for the National Congress
of American Indians and served three times as President of the
Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians. NARF's staff and
Steering Committee members welcome these two new members.
We would also like to extend special thanks to Mrs. McCloud
and Ms. Boyer for their years of service to the organization.
LaNada Boyer was one of the original Steering Committee
members and incorporators for the Native American Rights
Fund. She served continuously on the Committee since 1970
and has served several terms· as a member of the Executive
Committee as well.

Contributions to NARF .
The work of the Native American
Rights Fund is supported soley by
grants from private foundations, federal funds for special projects,and individual donations.
NARF continues to seek financial
support from individual donors. Private
contributions are especially important
because the flexibility of unrestricted
funds allows NARF to more effectively
represent its clients.
Contributions to NARF are tax deductible. A coupon is provided for your
convience on the inside back cover.
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NARF is a non-profit charitable organization incorporated in 1971 under the.
laws of the District of Columbia.
NARF is exempt from federal income
tax under the provisions of Section
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue
Code, and contributions to NARF are
tax deductible. The Internal Revenue
Service has ruled that NARF is not a
"private foundation" as defined in
Section 509(a) of the Internal Revenue
Code.
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